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T
his article focuses on ways to improve the
implementation of change in the human
resource function. It examines the need to
create an aggressive, action-oriented agenda

for change that goes beyond vision and vague initia-
tives. It defines three factors for transforming the

human resources function in large multinational
coq^orations. The three factors are illustrated through
comparisons of the experiences of five large, successful
multinationals that apphed them to varying degrees in
their strategies to revitalize HRM. The article describes
numerous tactics for applying the three factors.
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The Drive for Major Change in the
HR Function
For more than a decatje, human resources man-
agement has recognized the need to act as a
business partner to line leaders (Galbraith, 1992;
Ulrich et al.. 1994: Martell & Carroll. 1995:
Conner & Ulrich, 1996). Many HR organizations
are discovering how difficult it is to implement
breakthrough change in the role of the function.
especially on a worldwide basis. The irony is dif-
ficult to miss, given the pressing need for change-
management expertise to support continuous and
radical change in the business. It is clear that HR
leaders must demonstrate high degrees of change-
management skills to change themselves.

In this regard. Eichinger and Ulrich (1996)
reported discouraging findings from interviews
with line executives: "Individual members of
the HR team are not strong enough or credible
enougli personally, to help HR succeed, much less
the business."

M;my. if not most. large companies are active-
ly engaged in campaigns to revitalize the human
resource management function. Case studies in
companies like AT&T (Conner & Wirtenberg.
1993), Nortel (Kochanski & Randall. 1994), and
Whirlpool North America (Kesler. 1995) have
outlined models for navigating a new course for
the function. Many companies are ^^^^KM
pursuing a similar vision: to create
a partnership role, aimed al adding
greater value lo the business. But
vision and reality remain miles apart
for many HR teams because of the
size of the challenge and the many
obstacles which lie in the path.

Many companies have completed
the first and second phases of reengi-
neering the HR function. Numerous
practices have been outsourced, and
some are now being brought back to
the inside of leading corporations in
shared-services centers. While there
have been breakthrough improve-
ments, the limits of reengineering and the
difficulties in implementation are now actively
discussed in public conferences as well as
meetings inside major companie.s.

Summary Description of the Five
Companies
Five large, high profile multinationals or major
divisions of multinationals (four American and
one German) in five different industries set out to

Many, if not

most, large

connpanies are

make major changes in the role that HRM
plays in making the businesses more competi-
tive. While each of the five gave attention to
the three factors, they did so to varying levels
of effectiveness; and they utilized different
tactics, to varying levels of success.

At the onset of each change initiative, execu-
tives in all of the case companies expressed
dissatisfaction with the extent of the value-adding
contribution of the HR organization. The driving
forces for change in these HR organizations
were similar to those identified by Andersen
Consulting and The Conference Board (1995)
in their research report on more than 300
companies:

• Major changes in business strategy require
significant shifts in competencies and culture.

• HR must make a more strategic contribution.

• Major reengineering efforts across the
business require more people strategies.

In the case of iwo of the five comparison
companies, major restructuring of the corporate
business lines and governance teams occurred
while the HR transformations were underway.
In both cases, the significant progress in HR
renewal positioned the HR functions to participate

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ meaningfully in the larger corporate
change efforts (see Exhibit 1).

The five companies were in
the midst of significant changes in
strategy, structure, technology, and
resource deployment.

actively engaged

in campaigns

to revitalize the

hunnah resource

nrianagement

function.

Top Brand, USA is a $5 billion
marketer of packaged consumer
products to U.S. markets, with an
exceptionally strong worldwide
brand. When the COO of the corpo-
ration launched a worldwide learning
strategy, the company created an
aggressive initiative to consolidate
the management teams of two prod-
uct divisions into a single USA unit.

The new vice president for human resources for
the consolidated team grasped the opportunity to
build on the larger reorganization and corporate
learning initiative by demanding a completely
different role for the USA HR function. The change
process began with a change in job and organiza-
tion design, followed by competency assessment,
-Staffing changes and a development plan fully
supported by the operating head for USA. The
new head of HR contracted bold expectations with
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Profiles of Five Comparison Companies

[Metaco's] HR leadership

team worked together to

examine best practices

elsewhere, and then to

establish a collaborative

but aggressive change

effort.

Top Brand, USA

Chemco

Net-Tech

Metaco

Dominant
Franchise. Inc.

Core Business & Size

consumer packaged goods
$5 billion division

chemicals & fibers
$7 billion subsidiary
of European holding

network technology
$5 billion global division

diversified consumer
;ind industrial products
$7 billion global corporation

consumer durables
$7 billion product group

CSFs

brand m image me nt
trade management

worldwide logistics
best cost
selective different iation

fechnology management
new product creation
product marketing

commodity prices
new product creation
cost reduction

need for greater differen-
tiation in mature maiiets

Drivers for Change in HR

corporate learning &
culture change initiative
consolidation regional operations

structure realignment of
company into worldwide
product units

need lo manage high growth
and shifts ui worldwide presence

shift in corporate portfolio
strategy toward higher-
value-adding products

new marketing strategy and product
line changes & downsizing

the USA president, including support for poten-
tially unpopular actions. As the larger corporate
learning strategy was implemented, the USA HR
team was well prepared, in contrast to other
HR units in the corporation, to help drive the
rollout of the corporate change strategy.

Chemco is a $7 billion regional business unit
of a major European chemical company actively
shedding weaker businesses and realigning
itself into several worldwide product groups.
The vice president for human resources
launched process design teams to reengineer
and outsource a number of highly administra-
tive, corporate work centers. He then introduced a
vision for an assertive business partner role
for all HR professionals to follow. The initiatives
were not connected in a clear, overarching
design; and despite some strong process improve-
ments, there was no actionable road map for
achieving the new vision. A year into the
process, he recognized the problem and identi-
fied a consultant who helped bring together a
focused change strategy. The process quickly
gained momentum after an effective model and
road map for action were adopted. In the midst
of the change process, the larger holding com-
pany began a major restructuring of its $30
billion global portfolio. While this created difficult
challenges for the council of HR vice presi-
dents who were managing the change in HR,
momentum was maintained, and the HR com-
munity played a strong role in the corporate
restructuring as a result of the changes
it had made in its own expectations, roles,
and competencies.

Net-Tech is a top-tier provider of network sys-
tems on a worldwide scale. It has grown quickly
by competing largely on the basis of its technolo-
gy and market recognition. Then, it suddenly
faced the need to build organizational strengths
in marketing and to respond to shifting customer
expectations in far-flung markets. The HR lead-
ership team worked together to examine best
practices elsewhere, and then to establish a col-
laborative but aggressive change effort, spurred
on by the vice president of human resources.
In less than one year they created a well-con-
ceived change strategy, then quickly designed
and implemented a new organization structure
and a new set of jobs, in addition to significant
changes in staffing. During that same period
of time, 60 incumbents were assessed against a
common competency model and reassigned to
newly defined roles. A series ol" action-learning
workshops was implemented, each involving line
parmere and a series of business support projects.

Metaco is a $5 billion worldwide diversified
metal products company, headquartered in the
United States. Metaco took a different approach
to realigning its HRM function across its busi-
ness units. Like Chemco. it began with a new
vision, but it went further; the HR leadership
contracted a tiew role, in tangible terms, with the
entire general management team. After this joint-
ly derived mission was completed, utilizing a
conceptual model, Metaco set about the task
of defining and reengineering the processes and
systems that would be required to deliver the
newly contracted mission. After the new process
and systems architecture were designed, road
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map in hand, the HR team assessed all staff against
a new set of competencies that would be required
to manage the evolving processes and the new
mission. But HR revitalization at Metaco was too
analytical, too cautious, and too slow. By mid-
1997 the corporate business portfolio review and
change process were upon them and there was
too little change in the HR organization for the
function to participate as a major force.

Dominant Franchise, Inc. (DFI) is a $.S billion
North American subsidiary of a larger multina-
tional marketer of consumer durables. DFI
developed a creative process for contracting a
new role with the line organization of the com-
pany. The process included a model for reaching
a joint agreement on the mission, which led to
the defmition of a set of new HR competencies.
The incumbents in the function were assessed
by internal clients against the competencies, and
developmental plans created to upgrade the col-
lective know-how of HRM. The change process
produced heightened expectations from the line
organization, as well as the t25-strong HR-pro-
fessional community, and the role of many HR
professionals began to change. However, it grew
increasingly difficult toward the end of the sec-
ond year to shift the energy and resources from
the old, labor-intensive administrative work to
the newer, business-partnering roles, Nearly two
and a half years after the change process had
begun and after considerable momentum was
lost, DPI launched process reengineering teams
to gradually redesign HR work across the corpo-
ration. (Fortunately, the European ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
company at DFI learned from the
mistakes of North America, and initi-
ated a far more active, less cautious
approach to pan-European change.)

It is critical,...

...to create a clear

Three Factors for Driving
Change
The Corporate Leadership Council
(1995), in its exhaustive study of HR
transformation effoils among its many
member companies, has argued that
HR executives must overcome "the
vagueness of vision" if they are to
achieve breakthrough change in the role of the
function. !t is critical, the report argued, to create
a clear and tangible blueprint for change, imple-
mented over a sustained period of time.

The authors of this paper have actively experi-
mented, over the past five years, wilh just such a

and tangible blue-

print for change,

implemented over

a sustained period

of t ime.

blueprint in our work with five large multination-
als that seek to transform the role of HR. Some
of these companies have made more progress
than others. Close examination of the experi-
ences of each highlights three factors that lead
to effective change in the HR organization:

1. The added-value proposition must be clearly
defined for the business - and should guide the
overall change process,

2. Four design tracks should be planned and
executed:

a. Contract a new vision/mission

b. Redesign work processes

c. Redesign jobs and organization structure

d. Build new competencies

3. A road map for change is needed to turn the
strategy into a set of action items thai can be car-
ried out by a large number of line and HR people
who have a stake in the outcome.

Learning to transfoiTn the function is a major
step toward supporting the transformation of the
business. Each of the three factors is examined by
comparing the experiences of the five companies.

I.The Added-value Proposition
Kesier (1995) has deimed a model that highlights
the need to force a critical look at HR work,
not only in terms of processes and how well
they are performed, but in terms of a second
dimension that detemiines to what extent process

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ excellence is likely to add economic
value for a given business.
The "HR grid" includes process
effectiveness on one dimension and
six value-creating behaviors on the
second dimension of a matrix. The
model assists leaders to set a tough-
minded defmition of partnering,
focusing on three performance
behaviors (on the left-side of ihe
grid) which generate higher value
than the three on the right - for any
of the HR practices against which
they are applied.

The model provides a means for HR and line
managers to contract a new mission, with a high-
ly operational definition of "business partnering"
that fits the business strategy. In the fiv€' companies
we will examine, the HR grid provides a strategy
framework for designing new organization struc-
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HR Grid Model (for Net-Tech, Inc.)

Value-adding Performance Behaviors

HR performance can

only be judged by how

effectively HR outputs

add value for customers

and shareholders.

Partnering

Processes Catalytic Assessment Design of Process
Influence & Diagnosis & Structure

Organizalion Design

Straiegic Slaffmg

Manaaing Performance

Leammg & Education

Transactional Fulfillment

Policy Service Problem-
Assurance & Support Solving

ture, new proces.ses, and a new set of competencies,
each aligned with the other.

The grid is built on two separate dimensions
for designing the HR role:

a. Critical HR Processes

b. Value-adding Performance Behaviors

Grid Dimension One:
Critical HR Processes
Most HR organizations can quickly define what
their key processes and practices are. These "tools
of the trade" can usually be summarized as:

a. strategic staffing and selection

b. learning and education

c. performance management

d. rewards and recognition

e. organization design

f. communications

Companies like Chemco have defined the
HR tools in more of a process orientation; HR
practices are designed into the business model
in terms of three processes, co-owned by tine
managers and HR managers:

a. aligning organization

b. developing capabilities

c. managing perfonnance

Outputs can be idenfified for each of these
processes; the outputs become the basis for
contracting roles. HR performance can only be
judged by how effectively HR outputs add value
for customers and shareholders.

Grid Dimension Two:
Value-adding Performance Behaviors
In order to implement planned changes, there
must be agreement with line executives about

how HR processes will be designed to add greater
value, while stripping out wasteful cost. The six
value-adding performance behaviors, in the hori-
zontal axis of the grid, are a continuum, divided
into two fundamental roles and competencies:
transactional fulfillment and partnering. The two
halves of the continuum allow managers to plot
today's activity, and to set specific targets for what
future work must be done to support the business.

Both halves of the work continuum may
remain important to a given business. However,
work on the "transactional" half is measured on
the basis of reliable, cost-effective fulfillment.
Partnering work, on the other hand, is measured
by improvements in organization capabilities,
critical to the business strategy and demonstrated
in business perfonnance. Most important, today's
resources are misallocated among the two halves.

Considering the two sides of the model, each
of the HR processes can be viewed through two
very different lenses. Training and education
practices, for example, may be built on the basis
of transactional fulfillment: preparing a course
catalog, recommending resources, enrolling peo-
ple, delivering programs, and keeping records.
{Brick-and-mortar training facilities are usually
heavily biased toward fulfillment, measuring
themselves on the basis of the number of people
participating in programs per year.)

In contrast, learning and education can be
conceived through the partnering lens: in these
companies, staff are chartered as consultants to
business units, and treat business problems as their
responsibility by bringing leaming resources, tools,
and practices into the management process.
Managers may test strategy options through sim-
ulations that capture the strategic dynamics of
decisions they must make. Later, they may ana-
lyze how well their strategies are working; they
learn from solving problems because they are
shown how to use simple learning disciplines
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(data gathering, experiments, after-action
reviews, mapping, and red teams) supported
by internal or external experts (see Exhibit 3).

At Top Brand and Net-Tech, this is the
essence of the new HR "consultant" role, which
is the core position in HR. These "new general-
ists" are similar to accoimt managers in a sales
team, who define and manage all partner expec-
tations while drawing on a few select centers
of excellence or external resources as needed.

Fulfillment of certain HR service fundamen-
tals is an important priority for any HR team.
Meeting these commitments is often the basis for
establishing credibility as the change process is
conceived. However, in most HR organizations,
the fulfillment obligations consume the great
majority of the resources available to the func-
tion. This form of HR ''manufacturing" keeps
everyone busy creating programs, policies, and
practices, which are marketed to line "cus-
tomers." (These so-called customers may even
be surveyed in order to tell HR what they want
in the way of services. Few customers ever ask
for less or propose that work be eliminated, and
few are ever satisfied.) By definition, value is not
added to the degree possible. Without major
redesign of mission, process, structure, and com-
petencies, this frustrating reality will not change.

In a number of companies, the grid served as
the glue to align the four design tracks, which are
described below. Mission was contracted with
the grid, process improvements were prioritized
against the grid, and competencies were defmed
against the value-adding perl'ormance behaviors,
as well as process technologies.

2. Four Design Tracks
The experiences of the five companies, and other
less successful examples, point to these common
obstacles and challenges facing the revitalization
process:

• poor alignment exists in the expectations
among key line management and the HR organi-
zation on the nature of the role

• poor HR processes and information divert
scarce resources into labor-intensive, transaction-
al tasks

• "HR generalist" Jobs are often wasteful clus-
ters of fire-fighting, administration, and general
service-fulfillment responsibilities that divert
nearly all energy away from most forms of
proactive work

• the skills and know-how of HR staff mem-
bers do not improve to significant d

A change strategy is needed to confront these
issues. Four change levers provide an actionable
approach to change:

a. contract a new mission with line
management

b. redesign processes

c. redesign jobs and organization structure

d. develop new competencies

Contract a New Mission. Ulrich (1990)
and Kesler (1995) have written about the
need for HR units to contract clear expectations
with line executives. The experience of the
five comparison companies highlights the diffi-
culty most HR executives face when attempting
to do this.

In many companies, the line orgimization
expresses the need for greater strategic involve-
ment of the HR function in the comDetitive-
ness of the business. In Metaco. particularly,
a new CEO expressed his expectations for
both improved contribution and reduced cost.
Unfortunately, this is rarely enough :o drive
change. Often a crisis - a "burning platform" -
is necessary.

Two Different Views of Successioti Platitiitig and Development
Partnering Approach Transactional Fulfillment Approach

Continuous intense assessment process by talent pool
commiltees of line BU miinagers

Clear ownership by top executives objectives and
impact on business, led by CEO

Development scenarios created by line managers result
in active moves; blocked positions are not allowed

Depth is enhanced by proactive screening, selection,
and occasional external hires

Annual succession planning reviews are completed,
led by HR

Plans are documented, filed, and occasionalt> reviewed

HR generates candidate slates when vacancies occur,
based on replacement plans

HR proposes programs to support developmeit
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While most line executives expect significantly
reduced costs (and improved productivity) from
all staff groups, at the same time line managers
seem unwilling to lose the convenience of many
transactional support activities (unless the platform
they are on is also burning). These expectations
often become confusing for line and staff people
alike. In many cases there is very little communi-
cation aimed at sorting out those expectations.
Change requires some consensus on what work
should be eliminated in order to shift resources
from employee or manager services, for exam-
ple, to enhancing the competitiveness of the
business (see Exhibit 4).

One HR team developed a creative strategy
for involving division general managers and
group presidents, as well as groups of HR staff
from across the company, in a sequential series
of educational workshops that allowed pairs of
partners to see how the proposed new mission
for the function would be applied in helping their
business implement key corporate or business
unit change initiatives.

The objective of the team was to raise the
expectations of line and staff people simultane-
ously through action leaming. Each workshop
produced deiiverables (mission statement, goals
ajid outputs, future job models, etc.) that advanced
the change process.

Contracting must be a two-way dialogue in
which client managers influence and are influenced

by their HR partners. A process is needed to iden-
tify HR priorities for the business through intense
involvement of both HR and line management.

Redesign HR Processes. The second track
to breakthrough change i.s effective process
design. Ultimately, the willingness and ability
of the business to eliminate and redesign work
determines the extent that resources are shifted
from the right side of the grid to the left. All
too often, information systems (always rife
with problems) are used as an excuse for not
quickly changing work.

Chemco ted its change strategy with reengi-
neering and outsourcing of HR work and enjoyed
some immediate, but short-lived, successes.
A highly sophisticated approach to reengineering
at Metaco produced enormous degrees of com-
plexity that the line partners could not understand
or relate to. The ultimate design was contingent
on the approval of a very large capital budget for
systems installation that was not viable for the
business. Later, the HR leadership at Metaco
regrouped and developed a practical approach,
which continues to be managed. Metaco supple-
mented its analysis with an extensive benchmark
study on productivity and staffing levels for HR.
Unfortunately, the process had bogged down in
complexity, causing the general managers to lose
interest in the once well-seated added-value
proposition for HR.

Expectations of Line Partners for Improved Performance

Top Brand. USA

Chemco

Net-Tech

Metaco

DFI

More

Contribution

•
•
•

Reduce Cost to

Business Issues

•

•
•

Improved

Reliability

•

More

Responsive

•
•
•
•

Scope of Process and Structure Changes

Top Brand. USA

Chemco

Net-Tech

Metaco

DFI

Processes
Reengineered

•

Major

IS Instaliation

Organization

Restructured

• •

• •
•

Line People Assume

More HR Responsibility

•

•
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Net-Tech, on the other hand, utilized simple
activity-based accounting methods to define
which activities in the cells of the HR grid were
consuming resources, expressed both in dollars
and full-time equivalent headcount. This led to
a fast start in identifying potential opportunities
for work ehmination and consolidation.

At Dominant Eranchise, process reengineering
proved very difficult to organize for nearly two
years, and the contracted mission was not fully
delivered, leading to cynicism outside and inside
the function. In-baskets of most HR professionals
remained very full. Three years into the process,
top executives set a mandate for all staff functions
to reduce selling and administrative expenses by
30%. DEFs North American HR team had lost its
window of opportunity to set its own course before
the platform caught fire. Eortunately. the "spade
work" was completed to move them quickly for-
ward under the forced cost-reduction goal.

In contrast, one major division within DEI
made significant progress in process innovation
through the use of joint, line, and staff design
teams. When line managers were provided with
activity-based displays of data reflecting current
transactional costs, it was possible for them to
sort activities into four categories of value. After
all activities were sorted, the same line managers
recommended HR transactions that could be:

a. eliminated

b. consolidated

c. returned to line leaders and teams

d. redesigned

Implementation occurred over a two-year
period of time with minimal changes in information
systems technology. In the five case corr panies, the
information systems challenges remained formida-
ble for years. Some companies allowec themselves
to be more hobbled than others by this reality.

Redesign Jobs and Organization Structure.
Companies like Net-Tech, Top Brand, imd Metaco
have focused on the need to create new organiza-
tion structures and to re-staff the HR unit in order
to force a division of labor between important
transactional work that should be continued and
consultative, business partnering work. It is clear
that transactionai-fuifillment work (ircluding
employee relations and personnel adm nistration)
will always, if allowed, expand to consume most
of tbe available resources.

Similar to focused business units, focused HR
structures must be created to dedicate the proper
mix of resources to piirtnering and transactional
work, as part of the change strategy. Fulfillment
work is increasingly being consolidaied into
shai'ed-services centers, making it more important
for partnering work to be decentralized into
the business teams. At Net-Tech and Top Brand,
the goal is for the HR consultants and tie service
center teams to be supported by a small number
of highly competent technical experts whose tech-
nologies meet the needs of the businesses. The
three new roles work together in fiexible client
teams, led by the front-line consultants, drawing
on consolidated resources inside and outside
the company (see Exhibit 6).

Paradigm for Focused HR Organization: Three Families of Future HR Positions

Expert Resource Pool
• Cenlral pool ofspecialisLs/designers

• Analysis of needs

• Benchmarking

• Planning

• Design/deveiop programs

• Suppori rollout of programs;
teach others how

• Suppon consuliants with "tiest
practices" and key expertise

• Assure best practices are exchanged

Front-line Partners (Consultants)
• Decentralized, BU aligned

"generalists"

• Directly suppori the needs of
the business

• Implement programs; create
applicaiions

• Manage client expectalions:
contracting & execution

• Manage projecis

• Accountable to meet the
contracted expectations

Central Service Center

• Highly consolidated support
functions

• Manage all "tiansactional" suppon
systems (hat are up and running

• Manage systems impleirientation

• Direct projects to eliminate/
automate work

• Design automated clienl-focused
services

• Assure company standards are met

Similar to focused

business units, focused

HR structures must

be created to dedicate

the proper mix of

resources to partnering

and transactionai

work, as part of the

change strategy.
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HR executives are

frustrated with the lack

of effective action taken

v/ith regard to the

development of talented

people, and even more

with regard to people in

their own organizations.

Designing an effective HR organization
requires aligning skills and resources around the
appropriate mix of service center and partnering
work, contracted between HR and line partners
in a give-and-take fashion based on the needs of
the business.

in the most successful case companies, tough
decisions were made about where resources were
to be reallocated based on the activity-based
accounting completed earlier against the grid. In
two cases, unpopular decisions were made to
under-resource some traditional employee relations
work, while training leaders learned to be less
reliant on this kind of support. Design teams,
including line and staff people, made joint decisions
to return certain HR work to the line leaders or to
self-managed teams. Clearly., in the comparison
companies, the involvement of line managers in
design teams is another form of 'contracting'" that
increases the likelihood that work will be elimi-
nated or returned to line leaders (see Exhibit 7).

Contrast this with the typical HR organiza-
tion that has evolved (like most other functions)
to levels of staffing and skill mix, based on
incoming workloads, that may or may not con-
tribute to competitive advantage.

Top Brand, Net-Tech, and. later, Metaco
defined "partnering leader" or consultant roles
with very little transactional work, while consoli-
dating service center work, expecting the quality
and reliability to improve. In order to create
focus, the new structures in these three were
designed with "fire walls" among transactional
work, partnering work, and the technical excel-
lence centers to ensure that priorities were

EXHIBIT 7

A Sampling of Design Teatn Recom-
mendations at a Division of DFI

HR Transactions to Be Done
Job bill sysicm

New hire orientation

Job administration

Team effeciiveness
assessment

Team facilitation
& development

Team training

Attendance records, etc.

Outcomes Needed
Line control ihroiigh
worklbrce planning

Line organization
completes

Already transferred
to line

Conducted by tront-line
leaders

Conducted by front-line
leaders

Conducted by tront-linc
leaders and team members

Administered by teams

managed as planned (see Exhibit 8). After the new
structures were defined, the direct report teams at
both companies wrote position models retlecting
the three new roles, and documenting the neces-
sary competencies (and knowledge, skills, and
abilities, or KSAs) using an established menu.

Net-Tech established a "czar" for process
redesign and for establishing highly-consolidated
service centers. In Net-Tech, all transactional
work that could be consolidated immediately was
pulled together under this director-level leader,
who began with a new staff to prepare an aggres-
sive strategy in two time frames:

a. First six months: seek immediate opportu-
nities to eliminate work, to create economies
of scale, and to improve utilization of cur-
rent resources with current tools

b. Six - 24 months: prepare and begin to
implement a strategy for process redesign
and, where appropriate, installation of
integrated data systems.

At Net-Tech the initial design of the service
center included the consolidation of all employee
relations work into a call center of collocated,
experienced resources who could resolve most
issues, while directing more difficult problems to
internal HR consultants or higher-level line man-
agers. Top Brand pursued a similar approach for
its USA operations.

At Dominant Franchise, the HR leadership
team did not implement its new structure design,
and the progress of their change effort was
reduced to slow, incremental change, as most HR
"generalists" continued to spread themselves and
their resources widely around the organization.

Competencies. There is a fourth track needed to
produce lasting change. The business partner role
for HRM requires more than a clear role definition
or "contract" to deliver certain outputs; it requires
leadership, strategic planning, and business know-
how. For most traditional HR organizations, these
skills have been neither expected nor developed.
A new role means developing or acquiring very
different skills and knowledge.

The literature on HR competencies has grown
plentiful in recent years (Yeung et al., 1996;
Kesler, 1995; Ulrich et al, 1995; Lawson, 1990;
Schein. 1986). Yeung (1996) and his associates
highlight the role that skill development plays
in sustaining change in the HR function. Studies
have highlighted the need for change-agent skills
and greater business knowledge; the experiences
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of the five case companies illustrate the need, as
well as the challenges faced.

While competency modeling has proliferated,
the effective application of competency models to
guide the assessment, selection, and development
of talent is less common. Muscle-building HR
know-how is a slow process in many companies,
especially (hose that rely exclusively on training
solutions. A few, in contrast, have chosen to recruit
dozens of high-level players into the function from
outside to accelerate the change process. A few cor-
porations creatively combine intemal development
strategies with selective infusion of outside talent.

HR executives are frustrated with the lack
of effective action taken with regard to the devel-
opment of talented people, and even more with
regard to people in their own organizations.
Creativity and high degrees of involvement by
incumbents is necessary.

Among the case examples, Net-Tech and Top
Brand demonstrated willingness to develop inter-
nally while aggressively adding external talent to
the mix. Chemco was effective in creating a .series
of tactics for intemal development of skills, once
competencies had been assessed. A Chemco task
team created a development resource guide, a
table of numerous effective developmental tactics
sorted by the competency dimensions in the HR
grid. Another task team developed an HR experi-
ences and careers model, based on four tiers of
experience and accomplishment. Tlie model was
used in a new talent-pool process, managed by the
council of top business unit HR officers, to guide

EXHIBIT 8

New HR Roles at Top Brand:
Five Positions, Based on Three
Future Job Families

Expert Teams

1. Organization Planning

2. Leaming & Education

3. Sales & Productivity Incentive Design

Business Partners

4. Organization Effectivenes.s Consulting

— All individual contributor roles;
no administrative responsibility

Service Center

5. Human Resources .Services

— Employment, compensation, and benefits
administration

— All employee relations transactional work,
case manaeemeni

the movement of talent in a plannec manner
through the three different kinds of roles (partner,
technical expert, and service center), based on
certain career milestones. The career experiences
model was communicated to all HR pi ofessionals
and their line partners in subsequent v^orkshops.

After the consolidated assessment data were
analyzed at Chemco. tlve training-need priorities
were identified for the majority of HR professionals:

1. client contracting

2. basic financial tools

3. business strategy concepts

4. organizational diagnostic tools

5. world-class manufacturing concepts

A customized program in contracting skills,
aligned with the HR grid model, was developed
and delivered, followed by tailored oif-the-shelf
programs in financial and strategy fundamentals.
One year later. Chemco HR leaders cliartered a

EXHIBIT 9

Sample Interview Comments from
Chemco, One Year after Assessment
Feedback Was Received
Deveiopment Priorities
Ranked by Frequency

Frequency
Mentioned

Business Unit Needs/Knowledge

Leadership & Influence

Strategic Tiiinking/Planning

Contracting & Consultation

Asscssmenl & Diagnosis Tools

Organization Design

Facilitation

Alignment of HR wilh Line

Development Actions Described
(20 professionals interviewed one year later):

• Forty-nine action items were idcntiHed. More than
80% of the developmeni actions listed were specific
and actionable. One person indicated no lesponse.
arguing that other priorities made i! imponsible.

• Participants are utilizing a rich mix of leaming expe-
riences, as well as self-directed reading programs and
formal training programs, both inside and outside the
company.

• While contracting has been done by some participants,
ii appears that a majority still have taken iittle action
in this regard,

• A number of panicipants seek more resources to aid
in their development efforts.

• Many comments suggest that the need to ict as a
catalyst is understood by half or more of ihe respon-
dents as a key to piirticipating in the transition.
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task team to complete a post study on the impact
of the developmental assessment, including inter-
views with a sample of participants (see Exhibit 9).

Net-Tech adapted the authors' competency
database to assess and select all active HR staff
into newly-designed roles. HR leaders provided
face-to-face feedback of the assessments, then
designed a 12-month curriculum of action-learn-
ing workshops to help the staff members learn
new skills. Working together in client-centered
teams, staff members utilized diagnostic tools
and methods with their new line partners between
each workshop to complete contracting for
expectations. Reassessments with 360-degree
tools were planned as follow-up to the training.
and an HR talent pool process was implemented.

3. Road Map for Change
The third factor enabling change is an effective
road map for implementing the change process.
This includes a sequenced series of tactics, built
on the four change tracks described in the previ-
ous section and mobilized in such a manner as
to involve a critical mass of line and HR people.

The road map is created by fust sequencing
the three change tracks in a manner that best meets
the needs of the business, while reflecting the
culture and history of the company. For example,
in Chemco and Net-Tech, while the need for con-
tracting a new role with the line organization was
recognized, past initiatives and norms made it
clear that contracting would only be successful
if HR leaders first demonstrated some improved
results that could be held up as a tangible example
of why the "new role"' was critical.

Usually, the four tracks are managed simulta-
neously, but one or another tends to lead (see
Exhibit 10). At Net-Tech and Top Brand, structure
redesign was selected as a lead track, largely
because immediate changes in resource alloca-

tion were needed due to restructuring and other
changes in the business. In both of these cases,
the top HR leaders were particularly clear-mind-
ed about the destination and were aggressively
determined to begin the change process by
quickly demonstrating to those inside and outside
the function that HR work was going to be trans-
formed. While structure is usually a blunt instru-
ment for change, in both cases it was an effective
place to begin, because it was part of a larger
strategy for change.

In Chemco. DEI, and Metaco, a more gradual
approach was planned, starting with the defmition
of a new mission and vision. In all tliree, education
and extensive involvement of diagonally-sliced
teams of staff members in benchmarking and
vision-setting were utilized. Two of these three
projects bogged down on multiple occasions as
internal obstacles to change were patiently con-
fronted or massaged by the leadership teams. The
momentum of these more gradual approaches, two
or three years later, was more difficult to maintain.
In the case of Metaco. a planned, major corporate
restructuring led to urgency for the function to take
charge of its destiny.

After the overall tracks are arranged in a
sequence, the specific change tactics (activity
accounting, survey assessments, job modeling,
executive contracting, etc.) are planned in phases,
often within a two-year time frame. Next, the
phases are broken down in greater detail in a
GANTT chart or similar time-bound format,
mapped out over an 18-month period of time.

Summary and Conclusion
Tlie experiences of these companies illustrate the
challenges facing HR organizations that seek to
remake themselves. The paper argues for the
need to utilize change strategies that overcome
the "vagueness of vision" by utilizing:

Sequencing the Change Tactics at Metaco
Contracting New Mission

• Education

• Benchmarking

• Mission drafts & GM contract

Upgrading Competencies

• New job models

• Assessment & feedback

• Learning tactics

Reengineerinf HRWork Processes

• Activity diagnosis

• Priority setting

• Design teams
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a. an added-value proposition
(built on business performance needs);

b. tangible changes through four tracks (mis-
sion, processes, structure, and competencies);

c. a road map for sustained implementation.

These change strategies are not unlike
those aimed at transforming an entire business
or enterprise; vision is critical but not sufficient.
Among the specific learnings from these five
companies are the following:

a. Incremental change produces little
progress; changes in mission, structure,
process, and competencies are required
to overcome inertia and other obstacles.

b. Fast resuhs are needed to build momentum.

c. A different HR generalist role is needed,
in which fulfillment aiid partnering work
are segregated.

d. Ongoing involvement of line partners is
critical in the long term.

e. A contract with the top-level business
leaders is very desirable; sometimes a new
contract is not possible without first seeing
demonstrated improvements in results.

f. Momentum requires risk taking and tangible
improvements in processes and work design;
HR change strategies should be planned
accordingly.

g. Design teams are effective means of
involvement and should include line

managers whenever possible.

h. Service centers provide numerous options
for consolidating transactional work. Both
short-term and long-term solutions need
to be planned and acted upon.

i. Information systems are a persistent obsta-
cle, but should not be used as a reason for
not moving forward aggressively. In any
case, the data system is not an effective
place to begin.

j . Competency modeling will not produce
changes in skills and talent. Aggressive
action is required, usually involving both
intemal development and external acquisi-
tion of talent.

k. The HR grid is an effective framework for
linking together an overall HR change strate-
gy and for contracting new roles with line
business partners.

1. Ultimately, changing HR means returning
some so-called ''HR work" to the line orga-
nization; this is consistent with the overall
redesign of work and organizations in many
companies, and these initiatives should be
linked together.

HR executives would do well to understand
these issues, as they apply to all business change,
to a great extent. Leadership, of course, is the
great moderating variable, once again. As human
resource executives are called upon to help lead
business change, they will ftnd plenty of oppor-
tunities within their own organizations.

A High-level View of the Change Road Map with Tactics at Net-Tech
Phase I

Plannini, Situation Analysis,
Structure Alignment

1. Staff olT-site planning meeting

2. Communicate new vision with
senior executives

3. Communicate with "all HR" staff

4. Task I draft of new roles

5. Task 2 draft of resouire allocation

6. Senior staff assume new roles

7. Use competency menus to further
define new position models

8. Begin to move HR staff members
into new roles

Phase II

Design Teams Competency
Assessment

1. Launch design teams
(including line managers):

a. Job modeling team

• design 4-5 key roles in new
organization per the vision

• tailor ihe competency model
for each role

b. Process redesign team.s
chartered, based on activity
accounting

c. Competency survey assessment

2. Make further smicture adjustments

Phase

Process Improvement
& Staff Development

1. Curriculum planning based on
consolidated data; begin training pro-
gram delivery

2. Create strategic staffing process
for HR talent pool

3. Implement recommendations
of process redesign teams

4, Complete automated systems strategy

5. Plan post-audit phase to measure
impact of change, including
individual assessment re-survey

6. Plan renewal
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